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Milady Standard Esthetics Fundamentals, 11th edition, is the essential
source for basic esthetics training. This new edition builds upon
Milady's strong custom of providing learners and instructors with the
best beauty and wellness education tools because of their future. The
rapidly expanding field of esthetics offers taken a dramatic revolution
in the past decade, which up-to-date text takes on a critical function
in creating a solid base for the esthetics student. The reader can then
explore the practical skills of a skin care professional, presenting
them to the procedure environment, basic facial remedies, hair removal,
and the technology apt to be performed in the salon or spa establishing.
Concentrating on introductory topics, including background and
opportunities in skin care, anatomy and physiology, and an infection
control and disorders, it lays the groundwork for the future
professional to build their knowledge.
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It's ok. This book has many errors, and while it may be the very best
(only?) basic esthetic text for new students, it is confusing. I've a
Masters' degree in Science and in Arts, so it is not like I'm not used
to school (changing careers), but, some of the chapters keep me
scratching my mind. I must get out my aged technology and chemistry
texts. Chapters on chemistry, energy and physiology are large topics
condensed to some webpages and it feels as though someone who doesn't
understand these topics thoroughly can be paraphrasing fromanother text;
I'm often uncertain what they're attempting to say.When I browse this
book, I must have my notebook and my other books handy. I understand
it's an introduction, but I believe the basics could possibly be
addressed more clearly. And certainly, the mistakes have to be
corrected. It's not awful, there's a lot of good information,
nonetheless it needs improvement. This was an excellent value for my
daughter who's studying to be . Five Stars Great opportunity to rent..
She loves using this book.. Thank you for saving us the $$.? You need to
be cautious and realize it's limited to your phone/tablet not computer.
The only reason I'm giving it 4 superstars is because it can't be used
on more platforms. Nice quality My girl is taking this course. This was
a great value for my daughter who is studying to be an Esthecian. Nice
quality Five Stars Was precisely what I needed. That is an educational
book, one that I NEED for college and I got a scholarship in fact it is
a hardship for me personally and for many individuals that want this, it
will NOT be so expensive. Thanks. I appreciate the accurate details and
how basic it is to use.. Great Start for Studies Great publication for
class review, for some States exams. The institution wanted to sell us
the publication for 70% more. You'll love it!..!.! Concise Easy to read
and clear in directions! Good Good Llego antes de lo esperado El
artículo Sera igual a como lo describen Awesome book but terrible price!
The book is excellent, no question. My constructive criticism may be the
PRICE GOUGING. There is absolutely no reason why a rental and also the
used should be over $40 plus some of these rise to $666 ?? Bought this
for my girlfriend and she seems pleased with it Bought this for my
girlfriend and she seems pleased with it.Loved this book and would
suggest this for most Estheticians for your studies.!! A real $ saver
for students. Very Clear & Great ? Got this for esty school. One Star
This book is missing chapter 19.
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